NRA Tactical Police Competition

Course: 5  |  Course Name: Fire Lane Violation  |  H-1050
Course Type: Scenario Based  |  Start/Stop: Shot Timer / Last Shot – 180 Max Time

Targets: 7 Paper  |  Scoring: TPC - Best 2 Hits on Paper

Firearms / Rounds Required: Duty Handgun = 14 Rounds

Start Position: Loaded Handgun secured in holster. Standing with heels on Start Line marks.

Course Description: You are on daylight patrol driving through a strip shopping center and see a car parked in the Fire Lane and it looks like the driver is waiting for someone to come out of one of the stores. You pass on by and decide that if the car is there after you check the rest of the shopping center you will stop and make them move on. About 5 minutes later you come back with the car still in the Fire Lane so you pull up, put the four way flashers on, approach the driver and ask him why he is sitting in the Fire Lane. He says he just stopped there seconds before you pulled behind him to pick someone up and will be gone in a minute. You ask him what store the person is in and you see him looking over at the storefronts as if he is looking for the name of a store to give you. Because of his nervous and evasive answers you ask for his Driver’s License and tell him to turn the engine off. Just as you do this you hear what sounds like muffled gunshots, apparently from inside one of the stores. As you look up you see a gunman exiting a store running directly at you and the car in the Fire Lane. Unknowingly, you have been talking with the get-away driver for a group robbing the jewelry store.

On the Start Signal, from the Firing Area engage immediate Threat Target 1, then Threat Target 2, the get-away driver who has pulled a gun, and Threat Targets 3 thru 7. Target 1 and 2 must be engaged first and in order.
Course Material & Supplies

- Course of Fire Kit: RO Radio / Shot Timer with Random & Max Time Functions / Timer Spare Batteries / RO Clipboard / Score Sheets / Completed Score Sheet Folder / Staple Gun & Staples / Pens / Markers / Tan, White & Black Target Pasters
- RO Table & Pop Up Tent for Shelter
- Competitor Equipment Staging Table (if available) - 2
- TPC Targets = 7
- Target Stands = 7
- Target Stand Spikes
- Target Stand Sticks = 14 Minimum / Various Lengths
- Simulated Vehicle made of Coroplast, Plywood or other Material = 1
  
  **NOTE:** Real vehicles are not to be used due to possible ricochets

- Storefront Walls: Two sections 6.5’ x 16’ made with 2” x 2” x 8’ Lumber and covered with landscape fabric or Coroplast. These walls will have pass through shots so any material or paneling will receive bullet holes.
  - 8 Raven Corner Brackets
  - 4 Raven T Brackets
  - 2” x 2” x 8’ Lumber
    - Storefront and Braces = 22 Sections
    - Cruiser = 8 Sections
  - 1” x 2” x 8’ Lumber
    - Firing Area Lines = 4 Sections
    - Cross Braces = 8 Sections
- Storefront Wall Covering:
  - If Coroplast Sheets are Used = 8 Sheets
  - If Landscape Fabric is Used = 40’ from a 6’ wide Roll will be Needed
- Windows for Storefront = White Coroplast Sheets (2) or Other Material
TACTICAL POLICE COMPETITION SCORE SHEET
Duty Handgun = 14 Rounds
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